
 
 

SENIOR PRODUCT DESIGNER 
JOB SPECIFICATION, JAN 2018 

 
Reports to: Director of Design & Technical. 
 
Background to the Role: 
This is an exciting opportunity to work as an integral member of the design team in a growing, 
ambitious business.  You will act as a multidisciplinary designer providing support in a fun 
inspirational product and graphic design studio environment, through encouraging innovation, 
having a positive work ethic, and bringing ‘a can do’ attitude. Contributing to business and 
department objectives by undertaking and delivering new innovative product development, working 
on bespoke, customer led, product design adaptations and creating inspiring 2D and 3D playground 
visualisations. 
 

As a Designer, you will be involved in all aspects of the company design mix. The role will be 
challenging, varied and exciting, and suited to someone with a creative yet analytical mind that is 
comfortable managing products through the full product lifecycle, from concept, through 
manufacturing to product launch. It’s a role where rolling your sleeves, being self-motivated and 
making things happen is key, and where a strong commercial mindset is extremely important.  
 
Key Role Responsibility:  
Concept design, full & part product lifecycle & project management, customer led bespoke product 
adaptations, product supply chain sourcing, supplier negotiations, technical drawing, assembly 
instructions, research and development, testing and certification and product re-engineering. 
 
Key Responsibilities: 

 Responsible for the product life cycle which includes concept generation, product 
development, costing, specifying & sourcing, 3D CAD development, 2D technical drawings and 
assembly instructions, BOM creation, data management, supplier relationships, rendering and 
visuals. Some of these stages may be outsourced and in which case you will be required to 
project manage the stages. 

 Ensure all products are compliant with the relevant test standards, including project managing 
external test procedures. 

 Working, on consultation basis, with external companies for future product development. 

 Working alongside the Director of Design on external sourcing & commercial agreements. 

 Ensure all new innovations and product developments are communicated to other 
departments including support and training. 

 Ensure a balance of bespoke design work (20% of product) in line with business plan, driving 
the development of product modularisation and determining the appropriate use of in-house 
and outsourced design and 3rd party purchase.  

 Work with the Director of Design to create Product Development Strategies, offering ideas for 
future developments while understanding needs, targets, analysis, plans, budgets and clear 
measures of success for each project. 

 Investigate and recommend new approaches to increase commercial, operational and process 
efficiencies. 

 Keep an up to date knowledge on technical playground layout and design, as per the 
requirement of BS EN 1176 and 1177. Understanding of safety requirements including critical 
fall heights, free spaces and falling spaces, entrapments, barriers, guard rails, means of access. 



 
 Supplier negotiations on prices and purchasing terms with new and existing manufactures / 

vendors. 

 Collaborate with other departments, such as procurement, finance, and quality assurance, to 
identify or qualify new suppliers. 

 Negotiate ongoing T&C’s, cost reductions with suppliers, whilst resisting any cost increases 

 Research current design trends (market feedback, focus groups, BESA), client preference and 
undertake competitor analysis to keep Playforce Ltd at the leading edge of product 
development 

 When necessary, help produce visually exciting 2D and 3D computer generated scaled 
playground plans from hand drawn plans. 

 Developing and maintaining good relationships with Playforce customers and colleagues. 

 Contribute and challenge playground design plan design effectiveness. 

 Plan, prioritise and independently manage workload. 

 
 

Education and Training: 

 BA / BSc Hons Degree qualified in Industrial Design / Product Design or equivalent and a 
track record in technical product design with clear team working experience. 

 Fully creative, IT literate and confident in dynamically project managing all that is 
encompassed in the product design process.  

 APMP or Prince 2 Training is desired but not a necessity. 

 Experience within the play sector is desired but not a necessity.  

 Proficiency in working and managing projects with businesses where English is a foreign 
language is desired but not a necessity. 

 
 
Skills, knowledge and competencies:  

 The ability to manage the delivery of a number of complex projects simultaneously, thriving 
under pressure. 

 An innovative and creative thinker particularly in terms of technical and engineering 
development of product designs from concept through to production. 

 Highly self-motivated, positive attitude, dynamic with real creative vision and flair. 

 Commercially aware with a good understanding and acceptance of the business of product 
design.  

 Using logic and reasoning to identify the strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions, 
conclusions or approaches to problems. 

 Strong presentation sketching and communication skills. 

 Committed, meticulous, focussed and attention to detail. 

 Organisational, planning, prioritising and project management skills. 

 Confident interpersonal and group teamwork skills. 

 Wealth of materials and industrial manufacturing processes knowledge 

 A willingness to embrace change and development as the business evolves and grows, and 
encouraging this attitude in colleagues. 

 Technical drawing & Instructions generation and illustrations 

 Excellent data handling and analysis skills (experience of using Microsoft Excel for this purpose 
would be an advantage). 

 The drive to work hard in order to deliver results and contribute to the success of the 
business, whilst inspiring a positive and fun working atmosphere. 

 A full, clean driving licence and the willingness to travel if required. 

 Experience in the primary education sector would be beneficial. 
 



 
 
Information Technology Skills Required: 
 
Computer Aided Design: Solid Edge / Solid Works & Ideally 3D Studio Max (Including part and 
assembly 3D modelling, technical drawing, instruction creation, rendering, analysis and data 
management) 
Presentation: Adobe Creative Suite 3 or later (Photoshop, Illustrator, Indesign and Acrobat) 
Office: Microsoft Word, Outlook, Excel, Power Point & Project 


